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Passes Elections Code; Plans For Executive Elections

The main item of business at the February meeting was the consideration of Senate Bill No. 74, and which provides for an election for a new Georgia College. The Bills were presented by Senator Marilyn Dicketson, and two of which were accepted unanimously. Senate Bill No. 7 appear below. These are the portions deemed most pertinent to this time to the general student body by the Editorial Staff. Further excerpts from the Election Code will appear in later issues of the Colonnade.

Bill to Establish a Code of Elections Procedure and Regulations At Georgia College.

Section 10. Elections Officers.

The Executive Officers of the College have been instructed to do in accordance with the period set forth in this Code, elections for College President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, Chairmen of the Faculty Council, and Publications Editors.

Section 11. Election Days and Public Notice Thereof.

(a) The election days for the officers provided for in the College Government Association Constitution, laws, or custom shall be held in accordance with Sections 104, 101, and 100 of this act, provided that advance notice of any forthcoming election, whether full or partial, shall be made no later than fifteen (15) days before the actual election.

(b) Notice of Senate Elections in general and special, shall be given at least five (5) days prior to the announcement of candidacy deadline. All notices shall be open from 8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., Senate elections excepted.

Booths Are Back

(d) Voting booths shall be provided at each poll, and ballot boxes shall be placed on a central table.

(c) No voter shall receive more than one ballot for each day of candidates in any election, and he who is convicted of having cast more ballots than allowed, shall not be allowed to vote for the next election after conviction. A list of all ineligible voters shall be available at each poll for the poll officials' use.

Section 111. Qualifications and Certification of Candidates.

(a) A necessary qualification shall be fulfilled prior to the quarter of candidacy.

(b) Any student who desires to be a candidate for any office but who does not meet the qualifications at law may solicit the introduction of a private bill in the Senate Student requesting a warrant of candidacy, but such a private bill shall be introduced and agreed to in the quarter of the office in question, and the approval of the Board of Trustees.
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Research Project Underway

Under the direction of Mr. J. Timothy Cheek, Department of Sociology, a class of senior sociology majors is conducting a social research project which should be both interesting and informative to the students, faculty, and administration of Georgia College. This project has been divided into four groups, each group concentrating itself with a different area and scope of college life. The areas of concentration are student behavioral patterns, Georgia College traditions, educational environment and philosophy, and the power-authority structure. The researchers have prepared original questionnaires and will distribute these questionnaires to a stratified randomly selected sample of 200 Georgia College students and in the population of faculty members. The class will analyze the data using various electronic coding and data processing machines. The results will then be transformed to members of the college and submitted for potential publication in some abbreviated form.

In order that the project be successful, the students and faculty who are chosen for the sample are asked to cooperate fully. The students will be notified personally early next week, and requested to in return to Russell Auditorium on Wednesday, February 15 at either 10:30 or 12:30 for distribution of the survey forms. Coffee and doughnuts will be served to participants only by 75 in minutes to complete the form and anonymity will be guaranteed to all participants. The faculty will be approached individually during the week. The results of the social survey could be quite beneficial to Georgia College as it examines the present situation in anticipation of the future. For those students who are interested and for all faculty, this faculty can act in an opportunity to express their opinions in pertinent items and see how G.C. stands on these important issues and concerns.

Film Star Speaks on Problems Of Future

Television and film personality Linda Marshall will speak at a February 3 meeting of Agape, the religious organization at Georgia College. Marshall, also an active lecturer and teacher on behalf of Bahá', will talk on "Youth and Problems of the Future." 

Final Examination Schedule

WINTER SESSION, 1979

March 14, 1979

8:30-10:00 A.M.

11:00-1:00 P.M.

March 15, 1979

8:30-10:30 A.M.

11:00-1:00 P.M.

March 16, 1979

8:30-10:30 A.M.

11:00-1:00 P.M.

To Be Arranged

5th Period Classes

6th Period Classes

7th Period Classes

8th Period Classes

9th Period Classes

10th Period Classes

Miss Georgia College Pageant

Set For Monday Night

Pierpont (nicknamed after the town) will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Colonnade. Rasha has been selected as the winner of the Pageant at the University of Westminster. The event will be held at the Miss Georgia College...
**The Colonnade**

**Second Front**

**Story Wins Ugly Man Contest**

Babsy Story won the "Ugly Man" contest in a recent Cramer K 0 campaign. She is known for her wins with Gin, who enjoys water skiing, and with her friends. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Story of Madison, and is the sister of Johnstory.

**150 Expected For Choral And Organ Workshop This Weekend**

More than 150 participants are expected on the campus of Georgia College at Statesboro, according to Dr. Frank Johnson, who is in charge of the music program at the college.

In addition to working men and women, the two days will feature a Friday evening by the Students, accompanied by a Saturday evening of the Georgia College Band and a Sunday evening of the Georgia College Chorus.

Mr. Johnston's recital will begin at 8 p.m. in Russell Auditorium, and is sponsored by the Music Department and the Student Council.

**Hess To Speak At Georgia College**

Dr. William M. Hess, who played a key role in developing the procedures that enabled the United States to land on the moon, will speak at the Georgia College in Statesboro on April 12 at 2 p.m. in Room 112.

Dr. Hess, new Director of Research Laboratories for the U.S. Census Department's Environmental Science Service Administration, served for two years as Director of Research Laboratories and two years as Director of the Astronaut Corporation of the United States.

In his current position, Hess is responsible for the work of the research center which is one of the leading research laboratories in the United States.

GC Sponsors "Splendor In The Grass"

"Splendor In The Grass," starring Rosalind Russell, was the first film to be nominated for five Academy Awards in one week's time, according to the Georgia College Student Union.

"It is a story of love, of the human spirit, of the freedom of the human spirit, of the human spirit," said Dr. Earl H. Johnson, the chairman of the Student Union.

The film was released in 1947, and is the story of the life of a young girl who is the daughter of a wealthy family.

**REGISTRATION ASSIGNMENTS**

The Registrar's Office has released the schedule of registration assignments for spring quarter, which will be conducted from Thursday, March 8, to Sunday, April 5, in杀死的Classrooms.

**Spencer Talks About NSDL**

Spencer, who is one of the nation's leading environmentalists, will speak at the Georgia College on Wednesday, March 17 at 8 p.m. in Russell Auditorium.

Spencer, a native of Atlanta, attended Emory University and is currently teaching at the School of Public Policy in New York City.

In his speech, Spencer will discuss the role of the environment in the future of society.

**It's not what we are. It's what we do.**

"It's not what we are. It's what we do."

This phrase, which has been widely used to describe the role of social groups, is the title of a book by Dr. Jack Good, who is currently teaching at the Georgia College.

**Make Music Not War**

"Make Music Not War" is the title of a book by Dr. Jack Good, who is currently teaching at the Georgia College.

**Eakin's Talks About Teaching**

"Teaching is my life," said Mr. Eakin. "I see it as a way to help others learn and grow. I believe teaching is the most important thing we can do to help our students succeed."
What Does The Editorial Board Mean?

As a result of last week's editorial column by Eugene Steenhouse it has been brought to the attention of students that The Colonnade feels the Student Government Administration (SGA) is not fulfilling its role as the legislature. A Student Senate resolution was passed at the last meeting stating that SGA members should be held accountable for their actions. Consequently, the SGA has called for changes in the SGA constitution and a new election of SGA members. As a result, the SGA has been asked to answer the following questions:

1. Have you violated any SGA rules?
2. Have you been guilty of any misconduct?
3. Have you been guilty of any wrongdoing?
4. Have you been guilty of any misrepresentation?

Answers to these questions will be published in an upcoming issue of The Colonnade.

Letters To The Editor

Dear Sir:

I urge you to publish the following letter.

Sincerely,

[Name]

[Date]

Pip Rap

Campus In The Round

What Do We Do When We Learn?

By Eugene Steenhouse

Let's face it, most of us are in college to get an education. We are here to improve ourselves, to learn a living. But does everyone really understand what we are here to do? Often, we are too busy worrying about grades and homework to think about the purpose of our education. What is the purpose of learning? What do we learn in college?

The purpose of learning is to prepare us for life. It is not just about acquiring knowledge, but about developing our skills and abilities. Learning is not just about memorizing facts, but about understanding concepts and applying them to real-world situations.

Learning is also about critical thinking. It is not just about accepting information, but about questioning it and analyzing it. Learning is about developing our ability to think creatively and innovatively.

Learning is also about communication. It is not just about speaking and writing, but about listening and understanding. Learning is about developing our ability to communicate effectively with others.

Learning is also about personal development. It is not just about developing our intellect, but about developing our character. Learning is about developing our ability to think morally and ethically.

Learning is also about social development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our relationships. Learning is about developing our ability to work effectively with others.

Learning is also about economic development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to earn a living. Learning is about developing our ability to succeed in the job market.

Learning is also about political development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to participate in society. Learning is about developing our ability to participate in the political process.

Learning is also about cultural development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to appreciate and understand other cultures. Learning is about developing our ability to be cosmopolitan.

Learning is also about spiritual development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate our spiritual beliefs. Learning is about developing our ability to be spiritual.

Learning is also about environmental development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate the natural world. Learning is about developing our ability to be environmental.

Learning is also about political development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to participate in society. Learning is about developing our ability to participate in the political process.

Learning is also about cultural development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to appreciate and understand other cultures. Learning is about developing our ability to be cosmopolitan.

Learning is also about spiritual development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate our spiritual beliefs. Learning is about developing our ability to be spiritual.

Learning is also about environmental development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate the natural world. Learning is about developing our ability to be environmental.

Learning is also about political development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to participate in society. Learning is about developing our ability to participate in the political process.

Learning is also about cultural development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to appreciate and understand other cultures. Learning is about developing our ability to be cosmopolitan.

Learning is also about spiritual development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate our spiritual beliefs. Learning is about developing our ability to be spiritual.

Learning is also about environmental development. It is not just about developing our skills, but about developing our ability to understand and appreciate the natural world. Learning is about developing our ability to be environmental.
**Gymnastics Team Beats Winthrop**

Georgia College's Women's gymnastics team won a third straight win today, defeating Winthrop College by a margin of 193-190.

The Lady Gators took first place in all four events. The team's performance was led by senior captain Jill Smith, who scored a perfect 10 on her floor routine.

Next week the squad will face the Gators of Auburn University on Friday night, meet with Florida State University Thursday, and then prepare for the Conference Championship meet in Mobile, Alabama.

**Irish Splash To Victory**

The Georgia Tech men's swimming team continued their dominance in the pool, defeating the University of Georgia 170-130.

The Yellow Jackets won seven of the nine events, including the 50-yard freestyle, which was won by senior captain David Smith.

Junior Michael Brown set a new school record in the 200-yard individual medley.

**International Tennis Tournament To Be Held In Macon**

Tennis fans from around the world, including the entire U.S. and Canada, are expected to attend the International Tennis Tournament scheduled for February 23 in Macon.

The event, which features both professional and amateur players, will attract competitors from several countries, the ITF says.

The tournament should be the last one in its three-year history.

Tickets for the events are $10 per day, with all proceeds going to charity.

**Towers Bros Swim Meet**

The Macon Metropolitan Swim Club will host the Towers Bros Swim Meet on Saturday, March 3, at the Macon Aquatic Center.

The meet will feature teams from across the state, including the Georgia Tech swimming team.

**Women's Gymnastics Schedule**

Feb. 9-10, Marathon, South Carolina
Feb. 15-16, South Carolina State, Columbia
Feb. 22-23, Georgia Tech, Atlanta
Feb. 29-March 1, Georgia, Athens
March 8-9, Georgia State, Atlanta
March 15-16, Georgia Southern, Statesboro
March 22-23, Georgia Southern, Statesboro
March 29-30, Georgia Tech, Atlanta
April 5-6, Georgia Southern, Statesboro
April 12-13, Georgia, Athens
If NATO wasn’t here, maybe we wouldn’t be here either.

20 years ago, after the most terrible war the world has ever known, 12 nations got together and formed the North Atlantic Treaty Organization—NATO—just so it wouldn’t happen again.

More than an armed force, NATO represented an idea: by sharing the cost of protection, the inventors of NATO could create the world’s first effective peaceforce—an alliance against war itself. And they could do it at a price that would not disastrously drain the economies of the participating nations.

So far, NATO has worked. It has expanded into an alliance of 15 countries. It has helped these countries to live together for 20 years in a prosperity that has never before been approached in any period of history in any part of the world. And it has preserved a climate in which the people of these countries have been free to build the kind of lives they themselves want.

NATO isn’t the only reason why we dare hope that the next twenty years will be as good as the last. But it’s a big reason.

The Atlantic Council of the United States

Royal Lime Jade East Chanel
Old Spice English Leather
British Sterling Brut Canoe 4711

HERITAGE HOUSE LTD.
That special place for that special gift...

Wind Song Ambush Intimate

... for Valentine’s Day

116 S. WAYNE STREET 452-9991